This is intended as an opening question to help get the students talking. Recommend everyone having a chance to express their thoughts before diving into deeper discussion but would also not draw it out too much for timing. If students do not want to talk about personal experiences, maybe focus in on media stories or friends/relatives' examples.
4. Is this a book you will continue thinking about, now that you are done? Do you find it having an impact on the way you go about your days or having a future impact as you start your curriculum?
[No tips provided for this question] 5. Throughout part I of the book, Paul describes a few instances of communicating with patients about their medical conditions. What were some significant interactions/stories that stood out to you?
Paul mentions multiple instances where he talked to patients at their level, engaged the family/caregivers in the discussion, worked with them through the shock of a lifechanging diagnosis, and emphasized the significance of trust/relationship (he mentioned a time he observed his father talking with patients and the human connection). As future health care providers, it is important to make connections with our patients as it can lead to better health outcomes and serving as better health care providers.
